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THE CAMERA WITH ALL THE FEATURES PROFESSIONAL . PHOTOGRAPHERS ASKED FOR 

.. ;./." 



HORSEMAN 5170 

FROM JA PAN ••• 
comes this exceptionally versatile instrument , designed to do a 

professional job in any kind of picture- taking situation. The all

metal HORSEMAN 970 is built to p.xacting standards through 

out. All parts are made to close tolerances , and precisely fitted 

together ta create a superb camera ready for any assignment. 

VERSATILE, FAST AND PROFESSIONAL ••• 
Does yaur war k require a versatile camera that is alsa fast- han

d ling? The HORSEMAN 970 isversatile and fast- handling , AND 

it . produces professional s;ze negatives and transparencies. The 

HORSEMAN is made for you ! 

VERSATILE , you can take on ani shooting job with your 

HORSEMAN 
Interchangeable lenses cam- coupled to the rangefinder ; sw inging , 

rising , tilting front ; swinging , tilting graund - glass back , completely 

universal so you can use ANY standard cutfilm holder, film pack .A 

adapter , magazine or any standard rollflim holder ; extra-long. 

bellows draw · · ··· these are only some of the work features of the 

HORSEMAN ! 

FAST-HANDLING! The HORSEMAN is a fast- handling camera. It ' s 

compact in overall design ; all- metal construction and sturdily built , 

,with a solid "feel" in use . 

The camera has a brilliant optical viewfinder with AUTOMATIC 

PARALLAX CORRECTION plus bright frames for normal and tele

photo lenses ; extra-long base ( 70mm ) rangefinder for easier 

and more accurate focussing ; easy- to- read autmatic distance scale ; 

coupling cams you change in 4 seconds ; and , with a rollfilmholder, 

you can easily compose and shoot a series of 8 expOS 'Jres on a 

roll of 1 20 fil m in less than 30 seconds ! 

*Cam- coupled interchangeable lenses 

*Completely universal ground- glass back , taking any standard cut 

film holder, film pack adapter, magazine or standard rolltllmholder. 

* Large , brilliant optical viewfinder , with automatic parallax corre

ction and bright frames 

* Extra-long base rangefinder ( 70 mm ) for extreme accuracy 

* Automatic distance scale 

* Swinging and tilting back 

* Rising swinging and tilting front as well as drop bed mechanism 

*Double-extension bellows ( to 28cm ) 

*.Adjustable infinity stops in bed 

*AII-metal camera body ( alluminum alloy ); all-metal lensboard 

* Swingaway hood over ground glass 

* All lenses fitted with Seikosha :# 0 shutter, with 10 speeds 

1 / 500 , M - X synch , press focus , self- timer 

to 



LENSES 
The HORSEMAN 970 is factory-fitted with top-quality high-resolu

tion , color-corrected lenses . All are coated and cam - coupled to the 

rangefinder. 

NORMAL: 

WIDE- ANGLE : 

TElEPHOTO: 

HORSEMAN 1 05mm f: 3 . 5 ( 4 elements in 3 

HORSEMAN 65mm f : 5 . 6 (6 elements in 4 

HORSEMAN 1 80mm f: 5 . 6 ( 4 elements in 4 

SUPER LENSES 

groups ) 

groups ) 

groups ) 

For the exacting photographer who wants the finest optics possible for 

the camera . special lenses are available for the HORSEMAN 970 
coupled to the rangefinder. These lenses have extreme resolving pow er 

and color correction. 

NORMAL : HORSEMAN SUPER 1 05mm f: 4.5 

( 6 elements in 4 groups ) . 

WIDE-ANGLE : HORSEMAN SUPER 65mm f : 7 

( 6 elements in 4 groups ) . 

LONG- FOCUS: HORSEMAN SUPER 1 50mm f : 5 . 6 

( 4 elements in 3 groups ) . 

CHANGING LENSES 
To change the lens . lift up the lensboard lock-bar and lift out the 

boads. Similarly . another lensboard is easily put into position . 

Each lens is coupled to the range finder by a coupling cam . 

The cam is replaced by another cam for a ' different lens simply by 

loosening one screw. removing the cam , and replacing it with the cam 

matching the lens to be used. 

RANGEFINDER AND VIEWFINDER 

The rangefinder couples perfectly with all interchang e able lenses, and 

has been designed and precision- 'built for durability and dependability . 

The viewfinder has a 0.5 magnification, with two bright frames , standard 

( 1 05 mm ) and telephoto ( 1 80 mm ), with automatic correction plus the 

finder frame for wideangle ( 65mm ). Combined with the large 

eyepiece. it clearly shows the field of view that will register on the 

film . 

SPECIAL TECHNICAL WORK WITH THE HORSEMAN 970 

TILT-AND-SWING-MECHANISM. Normally , the optical axis af the camera lens 

is designed to cross at right angles the exact center of the film surface. 

However. special effects can be obtained by deliberately changing thi s 

rei ation. This is the tilt- and- swing method, to be used when the lens 

in its normal position fails to create the desired pictorial effect. It is an 

indispensable technique, particularly in commercial photography. 

Results obtainable from the tilt-and- swing method are : 

(1 ) The field of view can be changed without changing the camera 

angle . 

(2 ) Image distortions due to distance peculiarilies of the lens can 

be corrected or exaggerated. 

(3 ) Two points. near and distant, can be b ~ - "ght into focus without 

stopping dow n the lens aperture . 



Exclusively distributed by : 

KOMAMURA PHOTOGRAPHIC CO., LTD. 
TOKYO C. P. O. Box J 37 J 

Tokyo . Japan. 

Manufactured by: 

TOKYO OPTICAL COMPANY. 
Tokyo. Japan . 

~AMERA SUPPLY 
1055 Granville Street VancoUV9f} Z. La. 

P rinted in Japan 
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